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Authorize.net has been selected by Mercury Payment Systems to provide merchant account services for KashBox PC-based
credit card processing software. Mercury announced the selection of Authorize.net this week after having conducted a thorough
review of other credit card processing providers. Mercury said that they are very pleased with the level of support that
Authorize.net provides for Mercury. With the KashBox software, merchants can process their credit card transactions through
Authorize.net's secure gateway. "We are excited to have Mercury as our new co-processor," said Jason Yerrid, President of
KashBox. "We have worked very closely with Mercury to make sure that KashBox meets their stringent merchant requirements
and their high level of customer service." Mercury said they are interested in the KashBox software because it offers a
significant alternative to the traditional credit card terminal. "We're very impressed with the software," said Steve Flora,
Mercury's vice president of sales for Eastern Canada. "The technology gives merchants the ability to accept credit cards in a
variety of ways, from the traditional fixed PIN terminal, through the online panel, to the wireless magnetic swipe device, and
many others. Merchants using the KashBox software also have a choice of fast-processing rates through merchant rate programs
or low-volume, lower rates through Mercury's merchant alliances. This was a very important consideration for us." In addition to
Mercury's merchant agreements, Authorize.net offers merchants low-cost merchant account services designed specifically to
meet the needs of small business. "Authorize.net has been a great partner for Mercury and we are excited to expand their
merchant account program with KashBox," said Doug Eaker, Mercury's president of merchant services. "We are very impressed
with KashBox and feel that the unique features and functionality will help merchants cut processing costs and improve their
service to their patrons. Through Mercury's merchant alliances, Authorize.net will be able to offer merchants extremely
competitive credit card processing rates. When combined with a wireless swipe device, the features and functionality of
KashBox will have a dramatic impact on the everyday business experiences for merchants across Canada. Mercury looks
forward to supporting KashBox as their direct merchant." Mercury said that they have no plans to offer KashBox software in
any other market. Mercury will continue to partner with Authorize.net in the US and other markets, but KashBox will be
available only in Canada through Mercury's Canadian partners. Mercury will also provide KashBox with additional software for
use in their merchant alliances.
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￭ The KashBox database is built on a LINUX operating system with MySQL as the database management system. ￭ The
payment API is provided by the payment gateway Mercury Payment Systems. ￭ KashBox is a licensed product available in two
forms, the Limited Edition, which comes with the software and the Plus Edition which includes support and a license to the
Mercury Payment Systems API. ￭ KashBox is offered in two packages. One is the free KashBox LE offering which is limited
to one computer and is free for all merchants. The Plus Version is available only through Authorized Dealers. The MSRP for
the Plus Edition is $195.00. ￭ KashBox is easy to set up and use and the software allows for complete end of day settlement. ￭
KashBox LE, free to use, allows merchants to accept payments for a single cash register or multiple pay stations. ￭ KashBox
Plus, the paystations or the computer, can run the full KashBox software or just the KashBox Plus API which integrates directly
with merchant accounts from Mercury Payment Systems. ￭ KashBox Plus is available only through Authorized Dealers. Key
features of KashBox Plus Version: ￭ Merchants can select any of the Mercury Payment Systems APIs including Check
Verification or Guarantee (CVC) for processing credit cards; ATM/Debit card processing via the ACH debit API; and Gift
Card processing via the Gift Card API. ￭ Merchants who have a KashBox Plus Edition license have access to an email
notification service when a payment is made to their account via their merchant account. ￭ Merchants who have a KashBox Plus
Edition license have access to an email notification service when a payment is received via their merchant account. ￭ Merchants
who have a Plus Edition license can upload a list of Approved Stores to KashBox. This allows KashBox to send the listed
merchant's information to the payment gateway as a reference. ￭ KashBox Plus provides the same features as the KashBox Plus
Edition however, the Plus Edition is more robust and supports Windows Server 2008 and Exchange Server 2007/2003 R2. ￭
Merchants can upgrade to the Plus Edition for an upgrade fee. When to use KashBox: ￭ KashBox is designed for SMBs (Small
and Medium Business) and individual merchants. ￭ KashBox can be set up and run in multiple locations 09e8f5149f
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New developers just like you can get "KashBox Payment Processing Software" for as little as $99. Yes, you heard right. The
KashBox product is only $99 for Unlimited Edition with no yearly contract, setup fee and no credit card processing fees. The
KashBox Plus payment processing software is an easy way to accept checks or use cash, and run both Card and ATM/Debit
Cards via the Internet. All you need is the web, a Card Reader, and a Computer with a modem. KashBox software features
include: ￭ Pre-paid Bonuses, Discounts, or Free Trial. ￭ Use just one software suite for all of your needs. ￭ Quick and easy
setup. ￭ Web-based reporting. ￭ No monthly fees. ￭ No Setup Fees. ￭ No annual contract. ￭ New and old customers are
welcomed, ages 5 and older. "KashBox" is a registered trademark of Mercury Payment Systems, Inc. All other trademarks and
trade names are the property of their respective owners. Today's Special Introductory offer on "KashBox Credit Card and Debit
Card Processing Software" is extremely limited. It is not necessary to have a PayPal account to use "KashBox" - in fact, it is one
of the simplest, fastest, and most affordable ways to process credit cards on the internet. "KashBox" is an up-to-the-minute,
online solution designed for Internet merchants and those who use the PayPal API. Merchants can build their own websites with
easy-to-use WYSIWYG pages, and they have a wide range of design templates to choose from. No merchant account is
required. "KashBox" handles your sales, provides reports, and allows you to do your end-of-day adjustments automatically. No
upfront payments, no setup fees. You pay no monthly fees, and you pay no credit card processing fees. What you do pay is the
agreed upon price for the service, and we provide 24/7 customer support by telephone or e-mail. "KashBox" is a very easy to
use, highly affordable, online solution available to both small and medium-size business, and individuals who use the PayPal
API. For more information on "KashBox" Click Here Now KashBox is a "open source" solution. "

What's New in the?

Mercury Payment Systems offers KashBox for use with companies that need to accept more than one form of payment. Not
only can you accept credit cards with this powerful and easy to use software package, you can also process ATM/debit cards and
cash transactions on your merchant account. Key features include: ￭ Fully automated conversion of transactions from one form
of payment to another. ￭ Extended formatting of transaction reports. ￭ Customizable end-of-day settlement. ￭ Flexible, web-
based reporting for transaction history. ￭ Lots of easy-to-read transaction detail, including paid/approved date, transaction type,
and user. ￭ A user database with password security. ￭ A flexible, embedded patron database which will automatically separate
transactions by patron, including entering additional information. ￭ A customizable Credit Card terminal which allows you to
quickly and easily process credit cards. ￭ Pending transaction, dispute, and settlement data. Payment Processing Software
License Agreement: You are eligible to download and use the software free of charge. This license is valid for a duration of 12
months from the date of purchase. All additional upgrades must be purchased at a separate rate. After the term of 12 months,
you will be charged at the licensed rate. This program includes the following software: KashBox LE, KashBox Plus, KashBox
Terminal, and KashBox Terminal SE. KashBox LE: You can download KashBox LE through the link below and sign up for an
easy to use, credit card processing system for free. The cost of registering is $90.00. KashBox LE includes all of the basic
functions of KashBox Plus, plus a few more advanced features. KashBox LE allows you to accept and process credit cards, and
monitor transaction history. KashBox Plus: You can download KashBox Plus through the link below and sign up for a more
advanced, credit card processing system with some additional features. The cost of registering is $140.00. KashBox Plus
includes all of the basic functions of KashBox Plus, plus ability to process more than one form of payment, and customize your
terminal. KashBox Terminal: You can download a basic KashBox Terminal for free through the link below. A basic terminal is
free to use for 7 days, but you must register for a merchant account to continue using the terminal after that. After the
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System Requirements:

The game is designed to be playable on a range of machines, as such it is not limited to specific resolutions and is also designed
to be scalable on any screen size. Minimum system requirements are based on the following: Min Operating System: Windows 7
SP1/8 SP1 Win7 SP1/8 SP1 CPU: 1.6 GHz Dual Core processor 1.6 GHz Dual Core processor RAM: 2 GB RAM 2 GB RAM
Video: 2GB video card capable of 1280x800 resolution and 32 bit color To
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